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Japan Shincha Kirisakura - This excellent
tea from Japan is harvested in the Spring,
ahead of the typical Summer harvest. Full
bodied on the palate, this green defies stereotypes. Alongside its smooth, contrasting
delicacy, there is a light, natural sweetness that compliments the
evanescent cherry.
Tasting notes: This tea is great! Off the nose, I am getting
a muscatel & vegetal aroma with a hint of cherry. It’s a full
bodied green tea that lingers little and offers a very light
briskness (0.75 out of 5, really that mild). You get a light buttery sweetness on the tongue alongside and a milder vegetal
than you would get with a Sencha (the Shincha is the first
month’s/Spring harvest of Sencha). I definitely recommend
this tea. Not horribly complex, but a lovely tea!

Product
Japanese Cast Iron Teapots
Advantages: heat retention/diffusion and aesthetics.
Enameled to eliminate rust &
seasoning, provide an easier
clean, and reduce the leeching
of dietary iron.

Employee
Ryan Hinson, Manager
Favorite tea: Japan Sencha Extra Fine
Best part of running a tea shop: “There’s
always a new challenge...”
What got you into tea: sleep/health
Tea in 5 years? “A renaissance is on the
horizon. Tea will become a staple for
Americans seeking alternative drinks.”
Parting words: “We’re now offering flat
rate shipping: $5 in-state, $8 out. Give
us a call or shoot us an email to place your order!”
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Events

J

Thursday, 11th & 18th at 7pm

apanese Green		
Tea Tasting

($10/person, call for more info)

Word

Briskness - refers to a tea’s
mouth-puckering bite (not necessary unpleasant).

What’s in a name?

Trivia

Many of our customers ask what
our name means? Breaking it down,
we get “Tea” and “Gschwendner”
(GESH-vend-ner). The latter, comes
from the founders name, Albert
Gschwendner.

Popular
Blends
Rooibush Chocolate Orange
Indian Chai Maté

Teaware
Beehouse teapots
(Ask a tea consultant for more info)

Online
TeaGschwendner Raleigh
@TeaGschwendnerR
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